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2022 
Thank you for your interest in TTI’s ID scanning solution (Scan2PMS). Increased staff productivity, added 
security, reduced administration costs, and improved guest satisfaction are some of the most critical 
elements for a successful and profitable hotel. TTI addresses these needs and more with Scan2PMS which 
expedites guest transactions and improves operational efficiencies. 
 

Streamline Front Desk Operations 
 Instantly scan driver’s licenses, passports and identification documents 
 Reduce check-in time and enhance customer service 
 Obtain accurate address information for security and future marketing efforts 
 Eliminate need for photocopies reducing time and money 
 Secure your property with captured guest images 

 Download data instantly into most Windows-based property management systems 
 Helps to fight Charge-backs by saving a picture to prove ID and Credit Card matched  

 
Authentication 
TTI offers three models that can provide Authentication of the IDs.  The Assuretec ID-150 with Authentication 
includes a special software program Reveal ID that while scanning the ID compares the Barcodes in the back 
to the information on the front (often fake IDs will not match) it then compares the data against the templates 
to look for even minor modifications.  A pop-up window then displays if the ID has passed or failed and if it 
fails tells you what failed in a message in the pop-up.  The Gemalto AT 9000 and Desko Penta UV also have 
Reveal ID but add to that Ultra-Violet and Infra-Red Scanning that looks for any tampering with the ID. Both 
Desko and AT9000 do Passports as well as Driver’s Licenses.   If your property has an issue with Fraudulent IDs 
these are great products for your property. 
 

New ID-FINDER with DO NOT RENT feature 
TTI has now made it easy to find IDs that are stored in your database. ID finder lets you 
search by standard criteria for any ID stored in your hard drive, shared drive or server. It 
also now allows you to designate an ID for “DO NOT RENT” and to include the reason.  
This feature also allows you to pull up a list of all “Do Not Rent” that includes the picture. 
Once noted if an ID is listed as such, a pop-up will show the ID with the DO NOT RENT 
designation and why. 
 

TTI Service and Support 
At TTI customer service is our highest priority. We are a family run business, so our reputation is important to 
us.  Our service agreement includes 24/7/365 customer service, unlimited reinstallations, and most 
importantly it ensures all ID templates are up to date when modified by the government.  All of this is 
included free of charge for the first year as part of your original purchase. We also offer discounts for early 
payment of Maintenance and Template Agreements for multiple years. TTI Scan2PMS is attracting customers 
around the world to speed up the check-in process, improve the quality of data, and provide extra security.  
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                                               i-dentify ID-150 with and without authentication  

 
 
 

    
   Desko Icon Scanner 
 
 
 
     
 
 

                 

             Gemalto QS1000 and AT9000 with and without Authentication 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

                                  Desko Penta Scanner with or without Authentication 
 
 
                                                                                                    
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

SCAN 2PMS Hardware ships from the manufacturer at low rates.  INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING CAN BE QUOTED 
WHEN WE KNOW THE MODEL AND QUANTITY but does not include duties or taxes.  The software is 
delivered via an email link along with a support tool so we can log in and help with the install and training. 
 
 
 
 
 

The Gemalto Scanner provides high resolution ID, passport and document scanning in a compact 
form.  The reader contains no moving parts, ensuring reliability and low maintenance.  Can be set 
to read both sides of the ID including barcodes. The AT9000 model adds document 
authentication, giving the check in process additional security measures, while still offering the 
same efficiency and reliability. 1 Year Warranty        Dimensions:    6.2” H x 6.4” W x 7.5” D                                                                                                                   

The ID-150 is a full-color, 600 DPI, duplex scanner that will scan the front and back of a card and 
its magnetic stripe in one simple operation. This results in a more accurate reading even of worn 
Driver’s Licenses.  The ID-150 will quickly and accurately verify identity documents such as driver's 
licenses, military IDs, and federal, state, and local government IDs from all over the world when 
authentication is added.  1 Year Warranty                                Dimensions:      2.8” H x 4.6” W x 6.7” 
D      

Full page, passport and ID Scanner with multiple light sources.  Automatic recognition of 
passports and ID cards.  Rugged design but does need to be plugged into power source and 
connects to terminal via USB.  Can be set to read both sides of an ID including the barcodes. The 
Penta Scanner comes in the standard that is great for IDs, Driver’s License and Passports and also 
in a UV version that can provide authentication with our authentication software.  
3 Year Warranty                                                                       Dimensions:  5” H x 5.6” W x 8.6”D       

Faster, Smaller, Better and less expensive. Scans Driver’s Licenses, Government IDs and 

Passports. Simply place on glass with quick read results. 400 dpi high-resolution scans. Reflection 

removal scan technology. USB powered device 

1 Year Warranty                                                                    Dimensions: 3.1” H x 5.8” W x 5.8” D 
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**Please contact us directly for a quote** 
 

Hardware 
ID 

Scanning 
Passport 
Scanning 

Authen-
tication 

Scan 
Time* 

 

Desko Icon Scanner  Yes Yes - 4 seconds  

i-dentify ID-150 
Scans both sides of IDs 

Yes - - 2 seconds  

i-dentify ID-150 w/authentication Yes - Yes 3 seconds  

Desko Penta Scanner Yes Yes - 2 seconds  

Gemalto QS1000 
Scan both sides of IDs 

Yes Yes - 2 seconds  

Desko Penta Scanner w/authentication  Yes Yes Yes 3 seconds  

Gemalto AT9000 w/ authentication Yes Yes Yes 3 seconds  

ID-FINDER SOFTWARE  N/A N/A N/A   
 

Remote Install per scanner   
 

New OCR for previous 3M and Fujitsu models. 
Faster and Scans many more countries IDs 

Yes Yes N/A faster  

*Scan time may vary based on the computer it is installed on 
** plus shipping  

 
Scan2PMS can work with most Property Management Systems and is certified with many PMS including 

Amadeus, ASSD, Infor™,  InnQuest RoomMaster™, Maestro™, Opera™, Softhotel, Springer Miller, 
WebRezPro™  

 
Scan2PMS also works with other PMS and has many installs using our Keyboard Emulation including:  

Agilysis, AutoClerk™, Brilliant, Choice Advantage™,Skytouch™, InnPoints™, SynXis™  
 
 

For more information or to schedule a demo, please call 

Tim Doxzon , Vice President – Sales           Phone  (212) 897-0969 
Or email tim@ttitel.com  

mailto:tim@ttitel.com

